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The internationalisation agency
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The DAAD is the world’s largest funding organisation for the international
exchange of students and researchers. Find out more about who we are and
what we stand for.
Since it was founded in 1925, around two million scholars in Germany and abroad have
received DAAD funding. It is a registered association and its members are German institutions
of higher education and student bodies. Its activities go far beyond simply awarding grants
and scholarships. The DAAD supports the internationalisation of German universities,
promotes German studies and the German language abroad, assists developing countries in
establishing effective universities and advises decision makers on matters of cultural,
education and development policy.

OUR MOTTO
The motto of the DAAD is “Change by
Exchange” – and not only does it apply to
the students and researchers we support,
but to the DAAD itself. A challenge we
meet every day.More >>
[https://www.daad.de/der-daad/ueber-den-daad/portrait/en/29145motto/]

Its budget is derived mainly from the federal funding for various ministries, primarily the
German Federal Foreign Office, but also from the European Union and a number of
enterprises, organisations and foreign governments. Its head office is in Bonn, but the DAAD
also has an office in the German capital, Berlin, to which the famous Berlin Artists-inResidence Programme (Berliner Künstlerprogramm) is closely affiliated. It maintains contact
with and provides advice to its main partner countries on every continent via a network of
regional offices and information centres.
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OUR STRATEGY
At the beginning of 2013, the DAAD
presented its “Strategy 2020”, a plan
which not only encompasses new ideas
and recommendations, but also draws on
the strengths and regional expertise of the
DAAD.More >> [https://www.daad.de/der-daad/ueber-dendaad/portrait/en/29146-strategy/]

In 2016, the DAAD funded more than 131.000 German and international scholars worldwide.
The funding offers range from a year abroad for undergraduates to doctoral programmes, from
internships to visiting lectureships, and from information gathering visits to assisting with the
establishment of new universities abroad. Voluntary, independent selection committees
decide on the funding. The selection committee members are appointed by the DAAD's
Executive Committee according to certain appointment principles. The DAAD supports the
international activities of German institutions of higher education through marketing services,
publications, the staging of events and training courses.
For more detailled information, please refer to the Annual Report [/medien-undpublikationen/en/29887-annual-report/].

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: DAAD FLYER
Additional information can be found in the DAADFaltblatt (PDF) [/medien/derdaad/daad_folder_image_e_2017_170829_final.pdf].
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